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Abstract. Face detection has potential applications in a wide range of
commercial products such as automatic face recognition system. Commonly used face detection algorithms can extract faces from images accurately and reliably, but they often take a long time to finish the detection
process. Recently, there is an increasing demand of real time face detection algorithm in applications like video surveillance system. This paper
aims at proposing a multi-scale face detection scheme using Quadtree so
that the time complexity of the face detection process can be reduced. By
performing analysis from coarse to fine scales, the proposed scheme uses
skin color as a heuristic feature, and support vector machine as a verification tool to detect face. Experimental results show that the proposed
scheme can detect faces from images reliably and quickly.
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Introduction

Face detection is one of the hot topics in pattern recognition. It receives much attention mainly because of its wide range of applications. Intelligent video surveillance system, reliable human-computer interface, and automatic formation of
face database are some examples of commercial and industrial applications using face detection as a major component.
Commonly used face detection algorithms can detect face accurately. A comprehensive survey on face detection can be found in [1], [2]. Most of these detection algorithms perform a brute force search of face patterns in the image.
In other words, pattern recognition has to be performed at different scales and
positions within the image. Pattern recognition techniques such as neural networks [3], gabor filters [4], and Markov random field [5] have been used in face
detection recently. The major problem of such kinds of algorithms is that it is
time consuming and hence cannot be applied to a real time system.
To reduce the time complexity, researchers start investigating the use of
visual cues to facilitate the searching process. Motion, color, and configuration
of facial features have been used as visual cues. Among these cues, color is
most widely used [6], [7], [8]. Skin color can be learnt from face database. By
performing appropriate color-space transformation, the projection of skin colors
on such a color-space will form a cluster. Potential face region can be identified
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by comparing the distance between the projection of the pixel’s intensity and
the center of the cluster in that color space. However, the time complexity of this
approach is still high. This is because time consuming morphological analysis is
usually done before face verification. There is an alternative that replacing the
whole pattern recognition step by the visual cues detection so that detection
process can be fastened a lot. However, the accuracy will drop dramatically,
especially when there is a complex and distracting background.
As described above, detecting faces in image reliably and quickly is a difficult problem. This paper aims at proposing a multi-scale analysis scheme for
face detection. Our idea is similar to that presented by Sahbi et. al. [9]. However,
they haven’t explained explicitly how multi-scale analysis is done and only illustrated a simple and unreliable verification scheme based on histogram. In our
work, an explicit implementation details will be explored and in addition, speed
up methods and reliable verification scheme are proposed. Under our proposed
scheme, multi-scale analysis using Quadtree and wavelet decomposition will be
performed on the input image. Skin color will be detected starting from low resolution images. Face verification using support vector machine (SVM) and wavelet
coefficient as input will be done once skin color region is reported. Experimental
results show that the scheme can detect face efficiently and reliably.
The overview of the proposed scheme will be covered in Section 2. The implementation details will be explored in Section 3, 4 and 5. Experimental results
will be shown in Section 6.
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System Overview - QuadTree based searching

The proposed system consists of three major components, namely the skin color
detection module, the wavelet transformation module and the support vector
verification module. The skin color detection module will extract skin color region from the image. The wavelet transformation module will transform the
image into an image pyramid that consists of images at different resolutions and
then form a primitive Quadtree for efficient skin color searching. The support
vector verification module will determine whether the input pattern is a face
pattern. The work flow of the system is shown in Algorithm 1. In general, by
starting analysis from lowest resolution and by limiting the range of resolution
of the image to be analysed, the total number of pixels to be analysed is small
and the algorithm is thus fast. In addition, no further morphological analysis is
needed because coarse-to-fine analysis using Quadtree structure is indeed performing image smoothing and noise filtering implicitly. Although it seems that
the wavelet decomposition step causes serious computational load compare with
simple blurring in order to generate image pyramid, the wavelet coefficients calculated can be used in the verification step which increases the reliability of the
system. The system is supposed to detect face reliably in reasonable time.
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Algorithm 1 Proposed Quadtree based face detection algorithm
Form a pyramidal image structure by performing discrete wavelet transform.
Form a Quadtree with depth 1 using using the lowest resolution image as root.
Detect skin color in the image at depth level 0 in the Quadtree.
repeat
Expand the current Quadtree leaf nodes where no skin color detected. Expansion is done by
forming new leaf nodes at current node using higher resolution image patches from the pyramidal image.
Detect skin color in the image at newly expanded nodes.
until (The current depth of Quatree ≥ The depth level of Quatree where skin color is firstly found
+ finite bound on search level) or (the image at current node is at highest resolution)
Form binary image by reprojecting the skill color nodes onto a single image.
for all skin regions indicated in the binary image do
Compare pattern within the region with facial patterns using SVM
if face pattern confirmed then
Report and remove the face region
end if
end for
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Color Analysis

According to recent research, skin color tends to form cluster in different color
space [10]. In the proposed system, color will be used as the only heuristic feature.
Skin color pixel can be identified by comparing the given pixel with the skin color
distribution or model.
Skin color model is learnt in offline. Face images taken from office environment under different lighting condition are used in skin color learning. Skin pixels
are separated manually. Those skin color pixels extracted will be converted from
RGB color space to normalized rg-color space, through r = R/(R + G + B) and
g = G/(R + G + B). A histogram is then formed from those manually selected
skin pixel in rg-color space. The histograms obtained in this step is illustrated in
figure 1. As indicated in the figure, the distribution of skin color is quite compact
P
and thus it can be approximated by Gaussian
distribution (M ∼ N (µM , M )),
P
where M is skin color model, µM and M are the mean and covariance of the
skin color distribution. Thus, P (skin|r, g, M ) can be approximated by the mahalanobis distance of certain rg-value from the distribution of the model M , where
r, g is the normalized rg-value of a given testing pixel. Detected region can be
reported by thresholding those pixel with high P (skin|r, g, M ) value.

Fig. 1. The histogram on the left shows the distribution of normalized rg-value of skin
pixels while the histogram on the right shows those distribution of the non-skin pixels.
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Multi-Scale Wavelet Analysis

Image can be broken down into constituent images with different resolution
through wavelet transform and an image pyramid can then be formed. Under
Quadtree based searching scheme, color analysis can start from the tip of the
pyramid (images with lowest resolution) downwards to the bottom of the pyramid (images with highest resolution). Information from analysis at a lower resolution can be used in analysis at a higher resolution. Analysis at a lower resolution
can thus determine whether it is necessary to explore certain set of pixels at a
higher resolution. Time can hence be saved by avoiding unnecessary traversal
of pixels at higher resolution. Besides, by assuming faces detected are of similar
size, we can limit the searching depth to finite number of levels after skin color
is first detected and hence increase the efficiency. The result of discrete wavelet
transform is shown in figure 2. Mathematical details of wavelet theory can be
found in [11].

Fig. 2. Image pyramid formed from discrete wavelet transform. At each transform step,
4 components are extracted. The component at the top left corner of the result image
is WψV (x, y), that on the top right corner is WψD (x, y), that on the bottom right corner
is WψH (x, y) and that on the bottom left corner is Wφ (x, y). Transformation is done
recursively on Wφ (x, y) according to the wavelet theory.

According to the wavelet theory, the image signal can be broken down into
wavelets:
P P
1
f (x, y) = √M
φ (j0 , m, n)φj0 ,m,n (x, y)
nW
NP m P
P
P
(1)
∞
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i
+ √M N i=H,V,D j=j0 m n Wψi (j, m, n)ψj,m,n
(x, y)
φ(x, y) = φ(x)φ(y), ψ H (x, y) = ψ(x)φ(y),
ψ V (x, y) = φ(x)ψ(y), ψ D (x, y) = ψ(x)ψ(y)

(2)

where φ is the scaling function and ψ is the wavelet function. The corresponding scaling and wavelet coefficient are Wφ and Wψ respectively. The scaling
coefficients form the images at different resolution while the wavelet coefficients
form the feature vector in face verification step.
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The discrete wavelet transform can be done by:
Wφ (j0 , m, n) = √

M
−1 N
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X
X
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M N x=0 y=0

(3)
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X
1
i
f (x, y)ψj,m,n
(x, y)
M N x=0 y=0

(4)

Wψi (j, m, n) = √

In the system, Daubechies wavelet is used because it has associated speed
up algorithms in wavelet decomposition. Efficiency in wavelet decomposition is
thus increased.
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Verification by Support Vector Machine

Support vector machine have been widely used in face detection and recognition
recently due to its non-linear classification power [12], [13]. Given data set: (x1 ,
y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), ..., (xl , yl )∈ X × {+1, −1}, support vector machine can learn to
find out the association between xi and yi . In the proposed system, the xi will
be the normalized wavelet coefficient set {WψD , WψH , WψV } after discrete wavelet
transform of the image in the Quadtree at the level where skin color is detected
and {+1, −1} refers to face and non-face classes. Wavelet coefficients are used because it is illumination insensitive and thus much robust in detection than scaling
coefficients. During pre-learning phase, discrete wavelet transform will be performed on the face images (inside the face database) and corresponding wavelet
coefficients of a certain face image will be extracted as a feature vector. The
ORL Database of Faces (http://www.uk.research.att.com/facedatabase.html)
was used to train the support vector machine. The feature extraction result
is shown in figure 3. During learning phase, the support vector machine will be
trained to learn the face pattern. During testing phase, the wavelet coefficients
correspond to skin region reported by skin color module will be converted to a
feature vector and is classified by the support vector machine. Face pattern can
then be verified. Details of support vector machine can be found in [14].
In order to use support vector machine, kernel function should be defined.
In the proposed system, gaussian RBF kernel, k(x, x0 ) = e(
The determinant function can be written as:
f (x) = sgn(

l
X

αi yi k(x, xi ) + b)

−||x−x0 ||2
2σ 2

)

, is used.

(5)

i=1

During learning phase, αi are learnt from data set {xi , yi } under the following
criteria function:
maxα

l
X
i=1

αi −

l
1 X
αi αj yi yj k(xi , xj )
2 i,j=1

(6)
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Fig. 3. The wavelet coefficients are extracted from the face images (extracted from ORL
Database of Faces). These coefficients will be used to train the support vector machine.

In the system, {αi } are learnt through gradient ascent:


l
X
αj yj k(xi , xj )
αit+1 = αit + η 1 − yi

(7)

j−1

where η is the learning rate.
During face verification or testing phase, equation (5) can be used to determine whether the input is a face pattern.
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Experiments and Results

The proposed face detection algorithm was implemented using Visual C++ under Microsoft Windows. The experiments were done on a P4 2.26 G Hz computer
with 512M ram running Microsoft Windows.
The system was tested by detecting faces in image. The qualitative results
are shown in figure 4 and 5 which show that faces can be detected even under illumination variation and existence of distractor (skin color of limbs). The
quantitative results are shown in Table 1.
Comparison with face detection algorithm using color analysis alone was
made. The qualitative results of using color-based algorithm are shown in figure 6. The figure shows that the algorithm does not work reliably and easily
affected by distractors. In addition, the run time is around 1.5 seconds which is
not faster than the proposed algorithm significantly. If face verification module
is added without using multi-scale analysis. The accuracy does improves, but the
run time raises to over 60s on average. This is mainly due to the time consuming
morphological operations and brute force verification within skin color region.
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Conclusion

Face detection is useful in various industrial applications like human-computer
interface. However, commonly used face detection algorithms are time consuming
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Fig. 4. Each column in this figure shows the face detection result of the input image
at first row. The input images show variation in illumination. Second row shows the
resultant binary image of the skin detection. Third row shows skin regions detected (in
white color) and the face detected (in green box).

Fig. 5. This figure shows the face detection result on the image with multiple faces. The
left image is the input image. The middle one shows the resultant binary image of the
skin detection. The right image shows skin regions detected (in white color) and faces
detected (in green box).

Fig. 6. This figure shows the face detection result on images using common color-based
detection algorithm. The left column shows the result on single face detection while
the second column shows the result on multiple faces detection. The input image is the
same as those used in previous experiments. The first row shows skin regions detected
(in white color) and the second row shows the resultant binary image of skin detection.
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sample image hit % false
run
size
size
positive% time (s)
100
512x512 80% 0%
3
Table 1. The table shows the quantitative result of the experiments.

even if visual cues are used. This paper proposed a multi-scale analysis scheme
using Quadtree that start searching for visual cue (skin color) from coarse to fine
scale. Searching time is reduced because possible regions will be explored at a
lower resolution and the searching is limited to appropriate range of resolution.
In addition, face verification ensure high accuracy of detection. Experimental
results show that the proposed algorithm can detect faces efficiently and reliably.
Note that, the proposed algorithm assumes faces in the image are of similar size
and are of frontal view. Detection of face from different views, depth and size
will be investigated in future.
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